**Eagle Eye®**

**WHERE TO USE**  
Open, exposed areas where bird populations cannot be controlled with mechanical means; parking lots, roof-tops, warehouse doors, building facades, agricultural settings, public areas, etc.

**TARGET BIRD**  
Pigeons, starlings and gulls

**BIRD PRESSURE**  
Light - Medium

**MATERIAL**  
Durable ABS plastic, aluminum and galvanized steel

**INSTALLATION**  
Installation is simple, but must be performed in accordance with recommendations from USA Eagle Eye.

---

**What is Eagle Eye?**

The Eagle Eye Bird Control System is a sustainable, scientifically-based, open-area bird deterrent system comprising different visual devices that—while completely harmless—encourages birds to take up residence elsewhere through behavior modification.

The Eagle Eye and Pro-Peller visual devices deter birds from a given airspace by reflecting filtered sunlight at a particular wavelength that they have adapted to associate with danger. After perceiving the light from Eagle Eye, birds will change their flight paths to avoid the protected area. Each unit is coated with a special surface layer that filters light unique to each species. This reflected light does not affect humans or other animals such as livestock, so it is safe to use in nearly any industrial, commercial, residential, or agricultural application.

---

**The Eagle Eye Guarantee**

The key to any Eagle Eye installation is proper placement with regard to the building’s orientation, environment, obstacles, and even the movement of the sun across the sky!

Eagle Eye’s experienced in-house team of technicians use satellite photography of the location to design a solution unique to each commercial, industrial, residential or agricultural setting. Matthew Eargle is Eagle Eye’s chief technician and support consultant for North America and is on call to design a system guaranteed to solve almost any bird problem! Contact him at 310-525-3319 or matt@useagleeye.com to get started!

When properly specified and installed, Eagle Eye will guarantee a reduction in bird presence of up to 60-80% within three months in most cases. While Eagle Eye visual deterrents do not typically affect nesting birds, Eagle Eye’s auditory devices and Bird Barrier’s physical devices complete the system to offer a robust, long-term solution.

Visit us at USAEagleEye.com for complete information.

---

**Bird Barrier can help you design a placement plan for your Eagle Eye system.**
Eagle Eye®

3 Colors of Eagle Eye for Different Species
The Eagle Eye is available in 3 different colors to match the ocular morphology of various species.

- **The silver Eagle Eye** is guaranteed to deter pigeons, but may also work against turkey vultures, crows, and geese.
- **The gold and silver Eagle Eye** is guaranteed to deter starlings, but may also work against sparrows, grackles, and other similar birds.
- **The red Eagle Eye** is guaranteed to deter gulls, but may also work against cormorants, pelicans, and other marine species.

Eagle Eye System Components
The Eagle Eye unit is a rotating, reflective pyramid with irregular, angled sides that reflect light in various directions. The flagship device of the Eagle Eye Bird Control System, the Eagle Eye provides the greatest amount of coverage over the largest areas. There are powered and wind-driven options available.

**110v. Kits**
This kit includes a new weatherproof electrical housing, lead wire, straight and bent tube, metal mounting bracket and hardware kit.

- **Eagle Eye 110v Silver Kit** EE-1PS
- **Eagle Eye 110v Red Kit** EE-1PR
- **Eagle Eye 110v Gold Kit** EE-1PG

**Solar Kits**
This kit includes a more powerful solar panel, lead wire, straight and bent tube, metal mounting bracket and hardware kit.

- **Eagle Eye Solar Silver Kit** EE-1SS 818201
- **Eagle Eye Solar Red Kit** EE-1SR
- **Eagle Eye Solar Gold Kit** EE-1SG

**Wind-Powered Kits**
This kit comes without the motor and has wind wings mounted on each corner (it spins in the slightest breeze), straight and bent tube, metal mounting bracket and hardware kit.

- **Wind-Driven Silver Kit** EE-1WS 831681
- **Wind-Driven Red Kit** EE-1WR
- **Wind-Driven Gold Kit** EE-1WG 825620

**Pro-Peller**
The Pro-Peller is a durable, cost-effective unit used to complement the Eagle Eye by extending the effective range and flashing pattern. The unit rotates by means of its double-bearing system and the wings have been designed to rotate in the slightest of breezes.

- **Pro-peller Silver** EE-PPS
- **Pro-peller Red** EE-PPR

**Mounting Pole**
The pole mounts into the flat bracket to provide better range of coverage for the Eagle Eye. The bracket should then be mounted to a substantial surface such as a paver brick or the building itself to prevent falling over. If using a paver brick, the solar panel can mount there as well to create a self-contained, portable unit (see photo).

**Angled Mounting Bracket**
For mounting to peaks or corners.
Not included in kits.

**Eagle Eye Shine**
The Eagle Eye needs to be cleaned periodically to maintain its reflectivity. Use these special formulas designed to maximize the unit’s reflective properties while protecting the surface from oxidation and degradation. Cleaning formulas are specific to the color of the Eagle Eye unit.

**Physical Deterrents**
The Eagle Eye Bird Control System is designed to deter a majority of birds from a given airspace while in flight, but for the heaviest-pressure scenarios, Eagle Eye recommends physical supplementation with devices like StealthNet and Bird-Shock Flex-Track!